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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 
Directorate of Intelligence 

8 October 1970 

INTELLIGENCE MEMORANDUM 

soviets Take a New Look at Space Spending 

Summary 

Expenditures for the Soviet space program 

increased every year after the first Sputnik was 

launched in 1957 to an all-time high in 1969--prob

ahly the equivalent of 7 billion dollars. There 

are recent indications, however. that during the 

next few years Soviet expenditures for space will 

not increase significantly and may even dee-line. 


One indication that the Soviets may now he 

considering curtailing the growth of their space 

expenditures is an evident concern over the cost of 

the space program. The clearest indication of this 

concern is a December 1969 press article by Boris. 

Petrov. a senior official soviet spokesman on space, 

in which he explains the need for strict economy in 

funding Soviet space activities. 


c=Jus scientists--after contact w~th Soviet 

space scientists--reported that the scientific 

aspects of the Sov:iet space program in particular 

are suffering from budget cuts. Other reports

from a variety of sources both classified and 


Note: This memorandum was produced aoieZy by CIA. 
It "'as prepared by the Office of -Strattigic Research 
and coordinated ~ith the Offices of Economic Re
search, Nationai Estimates, and Soientific InteZZi
gence, and the Foreign Miasite and Space Analysis 
Center. 
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unalassified indicate that the Soviets are concerned 
about space program costs and may be taking action 
to reduce them. 

The number of space launches declined sliqhtly 
during the :first nine months of 1970 compared with 
the first nine months of 1969. This suggests that 
some cuts in space spending may have already taken 
place, possibly in reaction to current economic 
problems. soviet economic growth has slowed per
ceptibly recently and the space program, which ' 
alonq with Soviet defense industries has siphoned 
off highly skilled manpower and sophisticated 
machinery, may have contributed to this slowdown. 

Technical problems which the Soviets are en
countering also could be a factor in the curtailment 
of space spending. The poor record of the SL-12 
and J launch vehicles may be causing a stretchout 
or deferment of the programs these vehicles were to 
support, leading to a decline in a~nual outlays. 

In any case, pressures to arrest the growth of 
Soviet space expenditures almost certainly will 
not result in a large cutback in Soviet space pro
grams. The Soviets will probably continue to mount 
a strong space effort--especially in the area of 
military applications. 
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Past Trends in Sovi·et Space Spending 

Early Soviet space efforts paid major dividends 

in national prestige in 1957 with the launching of 

Sputnik I. The space pro~ram did not become a major 

claimant of resources until about 1962, however, 

When space expenditures for the year· reached the 

equivalent of over a billion dollars.* Prior to 

that time,. the program was able to achieve most of 

its goals at a relatively low cost.throµgh the mod

ificatiou of launch vehicles originally developed

for use as ballistic missiles. 


. After 1962 the payloads became heavier and de-	 .: 
velopment of larger boosters designed specifically 
for space applications became necessary. Coupled
with manned space flight activity, this drove ex.
penditures up rapidly until the mid-Sixties (see 	 ... 
facing chart) • 

Estimated space expenditures continued to grow 

after 1964, but' the rate of growth decz:-eased markedly 

because much of the development work on large space. 

boosters and spacecraft for·manned flight was nearing 

campletion. The declining growth rate also reflected 

slackening demands for construction funds as the 

three space launch centers--Tyuratam, Plesetsk, and 

Kapustin Yar--and tracking facilities neared completion. 


* Souiet ·epa.ce e~pendit;ures est;imat;ed in t;his repo:t1t 

inaZude both aiviZ and milita~y pl'ogt'ams. The scope 

'of 	these p2'ogt>ame roughly matches the oombined ~Ot'k 
of the National Aeronautics and Space Administratio~ 
{incZuding the Communioations Sateiiite Co2'poration) 
and the spaae ~stated campo~ents of the Department 
of the InterioP, the Atomic Enet>gy Commission, ·the 
National Science Foundation, and the Department of 
Defense. Dollar values are estimates of what the 
Soviet space p~ogram wouZd have cost if conducted 
in t;he us. 
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A simple projection of the trend in spending 
since 1965 would yield an estimate that expendi
tures will continue to increase slightly during the 
next few years. Other evidence, however, suggests 
that spending for space has leveled off and may 
even decline. 

Evidence of a Decline in Spending

There are several indications which, viewed 
together,.suggest an impending reduction in Soviet 
spending for space. These include articles in the 
Soviet press, remarks by.soviet scientists, analyses 
by the US Embassy and Western correspondents in 
Moscow, and a declining Soviet space launch rate.

Public Statements 

A December 1969 article which received wide 
publicity in the West indicates that the Soviets are 
seriously concerned with the high costs of their 
space· program•. The appear--a.nce of this article in 
the party newspaper Pravda and the fact that it in
cluded quotations from a.speech by Brezhnev give it 
the earmarks of establishing an Qfficial "line." 

The article was written by Boris Petrov, who as 
chairman of the USSR Academy ·of Sciences Council 
for International Cooperation in Space Research and· 
Utilization (Intercosmos Council) is a senior offi 
cial spokesman for the USSR on space. He has 
written frequently in Soviet journals and his com
ments are accorded considerable publicity by the 
TASS news service. Petrov was the only scientist 
to give speeches at the welcoming ceremonies for 
the cosmonaut ·crews of Soyuz 6, 7, and a. The only 
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Boris Petrov 

. . 
Petrov is a member of the prestigious USSR Academy or Sciences and has an international reputation as 

a scientish As chairman of the academy's lntercosmos Council he has headed several scientific delegations 
to astronautical conferences in the West, where his authority has been apparent. It was in this capacity that 
he le(,! a Soviet delegation to· P~ris last veer to discuss the terms of po!>Sible joint Franco·Soviet projects in 
spaai. Petrov is also probably resPonsible for the administration of the program which resulted in the 
orbiting of lnterkosmos I, ii, and 111:-·Soviet launched satellites with East European scientific payloads. 
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-other·speakers--besides the crew members-them
selves--were Leonid Brezhnev and Nikolai Podgorny. 

In his Pravda article Petrov gave a candid 
assessment of the problems posed by the exploration 
of space. He noted that "space research is not 
cheap" and that, given the great proliferation of 
possible space missions which have been advanced 
and the obvious impossibility qf financing all of 
them, it is most important to 11 choose what is to 
be given preference." "In selecting the paramount 
tasks of scientific research," Petrov said, 11 we re
gard as of first-rank importance the interests of 
science and the importance of the experiments to 
the national economy." 

The implication,of these remarks is that space 
projects which do not have both scientific impor
tance and direct economic benefits will receive 
lower priority and probably less financial support 
than those which oan meet these criteria. 

Other remarks of petrnv in the same article 
emphasized the importance placed on economies in. 
space operations. He said, for example, that hard
ware used~in the space program must not only be 
reliable but also "economically justified" and ,he 
stressed the fact that the current Soviet effort 
to explore the moon by automatic.devices is far 
cheaper than exploration by manned flights. 

' 

Concern about the cost of the space program 
was evident previous to Petrov's art,icle, but the 
subject was not so openly addressed. Throughout 
the last quarter of 1969 many articles,dealing
with the soviet space program emphasized that the 
aiins of the program are governed by the ne·eds of both 
science and the national economy. Taken together 
they suggest, in fact, that the greater emphasis 
is placed on the needs of the national economy. 
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Indications From ·scientific and Diplomatic 
Observers 

Since mid-1969 reports from additional sources 
have suggested a possible cutback in funding of  
the Soviet space program. The New Yozik Times 
correspondent in Moscow and the US Embassy there 
reported that· the Soviet people were dissatisfied 
with the large expenditures being applied to the 

:; 

. space prpqram. The authors of these reports related 
this att1tude to the extensive shortaye of consumer 
goods and the success scored by Apollo 11. 

/ I 
~~,--.,,-------..,,-.--------..,..-,----__,,.._,.----,__--,__~/ra-n-d--w~h,..,o 
'had several conversations with scientists there 
came to the conclusion that 11 because of budgetary 
considerations, the priorities in the [Soviet space] 
program are being rigidly applied," and that 11 there 
will be a definite cutback i~ the manpower, money, 
and material allotted to the pure scientific aspects 
of the space program. " 

observed that the two Soviet cosmonauts who strongly 
endorsed the man-in-space efforts of the USSR in 

' their presentations at the meeting appeared to be 
umerely defending the space programs which had been 
criticized severely for heavy e:xpenditures.n 

Finally, the adviser on outer space to the Soviet 
mission at the UN, in the ·past a consistent adher
ent to the partyvline, spoke to this point in an 
official conversation with a US diplomat, who con
cluded that "it was clear that the Soviet space 
proqram is·not goin9 to continue to enjoy expendi
tures in areas lacking practical application." 
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In sum, these reports probably reflect a Soviet 
effort to scrutinize more closely the overall space 
effort and to eliminate programs of questionable
value. 

Decline in Space Launch Rate 

A decline in the rate of space related launches 
during the first nine months of 1970 provides another 
indication that the pressures for a curtailment of 
spending bg the space program may be havinq some 
effect. Up to the first of October the Soviets con
ducted only 53 space l.aunches, compared with 56 in 
the.corresponding period of 1969. This contrasts 
with the general upward trend since 1961 when the 
Soviets first began launching a siqnif'icant number 
of spacecraft. The number of launches conducted 
during the January-September period over the last i 

. ' ten .years is shown in the chart below. 

· .Soviet .Space Launches. 196.1-70 ·. ·: ·_: : ": ·_. · . · 

81 

Number of Launches 

• :~~::onths 
oo~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

I 
•l 

·I 
. ' 

•) 

'· 

, 63 64 55 66 67 68 69 70 
5JOQ30 9-70 CIA 
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The US launch rate and US annua~ expenditures 


for space are related, as illustrated in the chart 

below. This relationship between launches and 

spending probably holds for the USSR as well. As 

in the us, ~oviet space launches not only represent 

~a -~aij;o~ cost category in themselves but are indic

~tiV_e":~?f the programs under way. It is likely, 

·therefore, that Soviet spending would-·:~ecrease with 

a decline in the number of space launches. 


Some insight into possible reasons for such a 

decline can be gained by looking at the US launch 

rate which began to decline in 1966. The decline 

in the us launch rate can be attributed, in part, 

to development of more reliable· spacecraft systems. 

As the payloads operate with_greater dependability 
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and with.f~wer component failures, fewer launches 
a.re required. to complete a sp~cific mis.sion. The 
soviets, too; are probably now at a point where 
fewer launche~ will be required to support ongoing 
prqgrams•. Both the Soviet weather satellite sy$tem 

: 
~· 

, 
.:. 

" . l

I 
'I 

-·( , J 

l 
-·l 

I 

and Sf:itellite communications.'system, for example, 
will require fewer launches per year,to accomplish
future missions. · · 

Future Space Prosrams 

.Authoritative .discussions by Soviet scientists 
of the future of .the'space effort imply that the 
Soviets do not envision programs in the near future 
which would entail large expenditures. Most of the 
program~ discussed: in the Soviet press involve un
manned scientific'payloads which are relatively 
inexpen~ive. The major exception, a large manned 
space station with a lonq orbital lifetime, would 
probably still be less expensive than a manned lunar 
proq~am. Manned planetary missions will probably 
not occur until the late Eighties and accordingly will 
have little or no impact on the Soyiet space budget 
'during the next ten years. 

Even if Soviet space expenditures during the next 
three to five years were to decline somewhat from the 
7 billion dollars estimated. for 1969, the Soviets 
could continue to mount a strong space effort. Mil
itary space applications, .which currently involve 
primarily reconnaissance satellites, will remain a 
major area of activity, although the improved and 
longer duration satellites which are now being flown 
may permit a decline in the launch rate. Earth 
orbiting manned missions will also continue, in 
addition to a variety of scientific and.applications 
programs such as weather and communications satel- ' 
lites. Nevertheless, both the overall launch rate 
and Soviet expenditures for space may have reached 
a peak and may declin~1 in the near future. 
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Reasons for a Slowdown 

Problems of the National Econ·omy 

Current economic problems may have caused 
soviet leaders to reevaluate the allocation of re
sources to the:.space erogram. Advanced spaq,e.. p,_~C?
grams sipho~' off~man :highly skilled engineers! 1ana; 
scientists ij.~~(le~l '.ii( er areas of the economy:. 1 

Further, tp~, ~pq;c~.;;.: · am is a heavY'· consumer of 
scarce stra:teg.:fc ·ma" 'ials, sophisticated elec
tronics, and the most advanced industrial processes. 

These are the kinds of resources needed to help 
91'..eck,::;the fallinq qrowth rate of the economy. For 
t:li;~ pa~t few years the Soviets have steadily in
creased spending on military, space, and consumer 
programs, largely at the expense of growth oriented 
investment. At the same time, the economy has ex
perienced diminishing returns on new investment. 
As a result, the rate of growth of civilian indus
trial product;ion declined in 1969 for the[·third 
year out of the past four, reaching its lowest level 
since World War II •. 

The dissatisfaction of the Soviet leaders with 
the performance of the economy has been increasing
ly evident in their speeches and press articles in 
the last year or two. They have appealed for better 
and more intensive effort from the soviet workers 
and have announced new measures to alleviate economic 
difficulties. 

These problems will not be solved quickly, 
however, because several years are required to 
bring new growth oriented investment into operation. 
'l'he ;'lliqhting of investment in heavy industry. fo'r 
the past few years will continue to affect indus
trial·oµtput for several years to come regardless of 
policy changes the Soviets may make now. Cons~
quently, the keen competition for resources of the 
kind required for the space program will probably 
~emain for at least several years. 
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Launch Pad Jl at Tyuratam 


The external damage done by the explosion of the J vehicle on Its maiden flight am1mpt can be seen in 
this August 1969 photograph. Much of the damage to the equipment rooms located directly beneath the 
pad is not visible, however, sO that the full extent of the damage is not known. 

Repairs to the '8uneh pad have been oboorved on subsequent photography but a second launeh of the J 
vehicle has not been attempted from J1 or the adjacent J2 launch pad.
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US Budget Cuts 

There are many different factors that influence 

space ~penditures in the two countries, and there 

is not>IJ:ecessarily a-direct relationship between 

us anc:Ji;abviet spending trends. Nevertheless, recent 

cuts in US space spending may have improved the 

chances of success of~those Soviets who are advo

cating the redirection of ~xpenditures from the 

space effort to other--priinarily civilian--prograrns. 


Military Competition~·for R&D Resources :i: 
' ' ' (' :< 4,_ 

If resources allocated·to Soviet military and 
space programs combined a~e curtailed becaus~-~qf ~ 
decision to divert resources to the national -~econO.my, 
it seems likely that the· Soviet space program· wou'ld 
absorb the major portion of the cut. Although the 
space program has since its beginning enjoyed a high 
priority, defense of the Soviet Union has been and 
undoubtedly will continue to be the Soviets' first 
priority. Among defense expenditures, military R&D 
has and probably will continue to be given a prom

· inent place. 

Technical Difficulties 

Technical difficulties might also contribute to 

a slowdown in the Soviet space program. The J ve

hicle--the largest soviet booster and the counter

part to the Saturn v--failed in its attempted maiden 

flight in July 1969, blowing up on its pad or imme

diately after liftoff (see facing photograph). 

There has been no subsequent attempt to launch this 

vehicle. 


The SL-12--considered to have a key role in many 
of the most ambitious Soviet space projects-.-has not 
yet proven to be a reliable launch vehicle. It has 
exhibited a pattern of random component malfunctions 
which may be frustrating Soviet attempts to isolate 
and eliminate the causes. The Soviets suffered a 
failure of the SL-12 in a mid-August engineering 
test flight which followed a six month hiatus of SL-12 
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firings during which efforts were probably under
taken to solve its basic problems. Although the 
latest SL-12 launch--Luna 16 in mid-September-
proved successful, it by no means ensures a 
continued record of success for this vehicle 
which has been so sporadic in the past. 

Continued problems with these advanced space 
boosters may result in a stretchout or deferment 
of programs related to their use, leading to lower 
annual expenditures for space, even though long 
run costs for these prog,rams might be higher. 

,-.. .. 
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